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**ABSTRACT**

This article delves into the analysis of informal commerce as a means of power created from the street vendor's perspective. This paper aims to evaluate the expressions of the itinerant executors of the practice of informal trade as a means of creating power. To do this, the conception of analysis, using the local practices referring to informal trade, were analyzed as a means of economic sustenance and in the same way, understood among selected groups as illegal. However independent of the local context and the established place. The thesis that follows is that the street trade has a functional character in the obtaining of power by groups; ideological promotion and not just an economic justification. The main findings and results of the research demonstrated that the decisions of the executors of the practice are permeated by a motivation for the illegal practice, which wanders between what is economically necessary and politically permissible. The situation that determines the functionality and applicability of informal trade acts, underestimates compliance with the existence of local trade policies and regulations of social life and instead, they are recognized as legitimate as they belong to groups of political control. Therefore, it contributes to the defense of the hypothesis, based on demonstrating that the practice of ambulance is presented as a valve for attention to unemployment, while it is tolerated as a means of opportunity to the creation of political power independent of the local or regional context.
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**Introduction**

As a consequence of the state of the Mexican economy and the precariousness of the job market, various investigations related to the informal economy have been carried out. In this sense, the discussion about what is understood by informal economy dates back to 1972. In a study carried out in Kenya, Africa, spoke of many poor workers who produced goods and services “in activities that were not recognized, registered, protected or regulated by public authorities”(Romero, 1972). Meanwhile, other studies such as those by Maza and Santoyo (2016), refer to the atypical situation observed through the transition from the classic traditional occupation paradigm, located in the factory to a heterogeneous and subjective dominated configuration, mainly in services.

In this sense, an element highly mentioned with this practice has been the problem of informal commerce in reference to the term itinerant, to describe commerce practices that operate outside of what is legally permitted (Lezama J., 2018). That is, a connotation protected in the public psyche as an alternative perception to the means of occupation and alternative income, which operates within the framework of what is illegal or not allowed, under the legal perspective of commerce. Meanwhile, its effect on dimensions of understanding the phenomenon as an object of study where factors related to the binding family networks between executors stand out; the economic dimension related to income levels -not audited-; and the social dimension that takes up working conditions, vulnerability, discrimination and work practices in the informal sector and informal employment (Sánchez S. 2018). However, -the precariousness of the labor market-, the political discourse appreciates the discursive opportunity, to the delimitation of the term centered on practices of obtaining and legitimizing power; where the impoverishment derived from economic activity favors de facto power and constitutes a functional means for the realization of the spirit of survival and nature of the State.
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In this way, within a dialectical exercise between economic growth and employment, this relationship means that regardless of the orthodox of the models versed in development, the informal economy as an exercise is a sequel of structural imbalances associated with the saturation of the demand for jobs; to the value of work, and to the disadvantage of perfect competition. Instabilities that tolerate degrees and different types of involvement in forms of survival, and therefore pose a challenge to the effectiveness of instruments for establishing the public order of life. Based on this, it is necessary to delve into an approach that allows solving methodological conflicts about the relevance of this investigative reference and describe levels of opportunity to study the practice of what is illegal in response to a variant of social exclusion. An approach that is fundamental and decisive, because it justifies the permissibility of illegal practices in the face of various commercial events; thus contributing to the qualitative demonstration of the type of informality practices. Not limited to substitutable employment practice, it involves coincidences of ideological interest between functional groups.

It is in the orbit of the problem related to unemployment and poverty as a resulting condition, where informality is seen as an escape valve for the insertion of the population in economic life, oblivious to the exercise of formal practices. Therefore, the need to assess the importance of its study arises, from the investigative exercise that in the midst of social conditions related to the precariousness of employment; the increase in unemployment and lack of attention to basic needs among Mexicans could contribute to their understanding (CONEVAL, 2020). However, informal trade, here is analyzed from the illegal exercise of the commercialization of products or services that in a conscious and planned way, violates the norms, principles, laws or precepts that regulate commerce in the settlements where it is consumed. This implies an adjustment to the term “itinerant” to describe the practices that functionally allow the executors to normalize a work practice as a means of livelihood in the local context and a response mechanism to the saturation of the labor market. Mechanism that accepts an economic assessment of unemployment and the scope of a permissible means of generating income from an opportunity related to the expected benefits: tax evasion, contractual informality of supplies and de facto powers between groups.

In this research, the term "ambulante" is used to refer to the experience and practices of the ambulantes, without strengthening its interpretation in the ethical sphere of the practice, accused of violating the social roots created and recognized by the company and formal trade in the economy; in whom the assessment of the exercise involves a criminal and accusatory approach to the vulnerability of the rule of law.

**Methodology**

The objective of the work is to analyze the expressions of the itinerant executors of the practice of informal trade as a means of creating power. Therefore, it contributes to the defense of the hypothesis, based on demonstrating that the practice of ambulance is presented as a valve for attention to unemployment, while it is tolerated as a means of opportunity to the creation of political power independent of the local or regional context. And evidence, the anchoring between unemployment as a result of market failures and the opportunity for interests of political groups as a result, making the latter part of the political discourse.

However, the evidence in a local context is relevant because it reveals the functional nature of the ambulante for the creation of power groups and extends –especially in the study of institutional life–, the maelstrom of vulnerability in which the practice is achieved.

To corroborate the previous hypothesis, a qualitative research was developed -in which semi-structured interviews were applied-, mostly to a non-representative sample of street vendors who expressed their own work experience regarding the exercise of informal work practice. It was explored in the narrative of their experiences and work practices the way in which ambulance -as an economic activity- would have a functional character. For the development of the activity, 2 groups of analysis were formed: 1) street vendors who carry out the exercise as an alternative to an economic activity identified with groups of the National Peasant Workers Confederation (CROC) 2) street vendors who do not have identification with power groups or organization.

In this case, it is important to highlight a methodological reference, such as the study that was carried out under the theoretical and qualitative perspective explained in this work, by the researcher and the executors, who allow arguing that the study is relevant for a particular analysis that entails to the determination of problems not considered in the generality of some studies. The set of information corresponding to the life dynamics of street vendors was obtained through a qualitative study that highlighted the ethnographic method, applying semi-structured interviews with discourse analysis to a certain extent, to a non-representative sample of 181 people, men and women (based in the City of Xalapa and the City of Veracruz between January 14 and March 2, 2020).

Questions and brief questionnaires were prepared that sought to show two observations. The first is related to the alternative of itinerant work as a means of generating income in response to individual economic problems and the precariousness of the labor market. In the second section, we sought to obtain information by means of explanatory variables of informal trade as an individual opportunity in a flexible environment for practice; activity permissible by the local government and creator of groups with de facto political capital. In view of which, the possible experience of being an itinerant merchant as a generator of non-economic benefits was investigated.
Based on the above, this work is divided into three main sections. In the first one, relevant theoretical arguments are used to analyze itinerant practice as part of informal trade and the justification known as a consequence of market failures and the value attributed to work.

The second section delves into what are the practices, uses and experiences that benefit the practice of informal trade and experiences that make the condition of the street vendor survive. And, the third section, conclusions are proposed that could help to promote a debate on the power groups created outside of the experience.

**Theoretical Approaches in the Study of Ambulant Age as a Practice of Informal Trade**

Given the need to address the complex term related to the study of informal trade through an expression such as *ambulantaje*, it is necessary to consider at least 2 relevant theoretical arguments that relate to this work in the analysis of market failures. The first one is to appreciate the problem of informal trade as a residual problem of employment and occupation; escape valve to the need for income. And therefore, an alternative of occupation of the public space as the establishment of the market, in a relationship dependent on alternative supply of products with a current demand level that makes it a permanent activity. Second, there is the argument focused on informal trade as a product of an economic structure that is strengthened as a result of institutional weakness, where the set of established norms accept and tolerate its practice.

However, it is not only in institutional weakness that tacit deficiencies are recognized. In the form of the organization and typology of the informal market, the political interest of the institutions in the environment is perceived, which strengthen and give evidence of the motivations for the exercise of this type of trade. Especially where informal practice coincides with historical conventional practices as a means of acceptance versed in uses and customs of institutional tolerance.

In this case, there are local means of verification that, in the case of Mexico, evidence the thesis that informal trade is the result of a power-claiming process that accepts it and makes it functional to the market. The existence of public actions and policies incline informal market participants to opt for informality to varying degrees, finding incentives to enter voluntarily (Perry, Maloney, et al., 2007).

Understanding the informal economy as a normal phenomenon accentuates the debate of the spheres and political interest that precedes it and that ends up perceiving it as normal to an urban phenomenon, a consequence of the high rates of rural-urban migration, of the structural adjustment programs of the Tokman decades (2004); the decline in rural productivity and development promotion schemes, attributing the importance of addressing it through investment in physical capital and technological progress; in line with what Adam Smith in the eighteenth century, recognized as acquired and useful productive faculties of all the inhabitants of a country as means of development (Brunner and Elacqua, 2003).

The work entitled “Resolution and Conclusions on decent work and the informal economy” stands out, adopted on June 19, 2002, of the International Labor Conference, which shows as part of the results that the improvement of the skills of workers in the The informal economy is key to increasing their ability to access paid jobs, improve productivity and increase income, and for this, access to education and skills development services must be promoted and democratized. However, the ILO recognizes that workers in the informal economy can hardly dedicate time to training, and that available training may be supply-oriented and not respond to real opportunities to create livelihoods. The most successful experiences combine the acquisition and improvement of skills with the practice of activities related to production and income generation within the framework of a broader and multidimensional training for the development of entrepreneurship, such as creation and management of cooperatives and producer associations and access to finance, technology and markets.

In this sense, it should be remembered that informal trade represents an alternative to employment as a means of obtaining income; Also in the middle of this structure, informal companies are organized that attend to unemployment through employability actions without social protection and strengthen the concept of “employment in the informal sector” to the broader concept of “informal employment”.

In the case of Mexico, Center for Public Finance Studies. (CEFP, 2017), it is estimated that in the informal sector it has increased over time, the employment rate in the sector has remained relatively stable during the last 20 years (1998-2017) hovering around a level that averages 26.5% of the employed population in the country. For 2017, the ENOE found that all forms of informal employment totaled 29.7 million people and represented 57.2% of the employed population. Practically six out of every ten Mexicans (INEGI, 2017). For 2018, there were 30.5 million people and represented 58% of the employed population (INEGI, 2018). For 2019, there were 30.9 million people and represented 58.2% of the employed population (INEGI, 2019). By 2020, They were 29.2 million people and represented 57.5% of the employed population (INEGI, 2020).

However, a measure of attention to informality has been fiscal policy through reforms to the Federal Tax Code. According to Hernández et al (2005), the small taxpayers regime was introduced in 1998 to encourage the informal sector to register with the Ministry of Finance, and especially those entrepreneurs who had obtained income of less than two million pesos in the previous year. Tax rates are applied according to gross income, but in reality they are insignificant, with a maximum of 2.5% annual gross income tax. However, in this regime, far from incorporating those who are dedicated to the informal sector, those who paid taxes in another more burdensome regime have joined.
Meanwhile, the existence of other circumstances favor the development of the informal economy and, therefore, should be considered aside from concentrating the collection effort on certain activities of the informal sector such as the demand for retail products, repair services and restaurants, who consider that wages are similar in the formal and informal sectors in these activities, creating competition between the sectors. That is, they show that if wages are higher in the formal sector, workers will get involved under arguments based on rational expectations.

In this sense, the Adams and Lomnitz hypothesis predicts that the expansion of State regulation increases the possibilities of irregular activities being carried out, although it does not determine what their true magnitude and characteristics will be. The degree to which these possibilities become reality depends on two factors: a) the regulatory capacity of the State; and b) the social structure and cultural resources of the population subject to these norms. It is evident that the level of development of informal activities and their characteristics will depend on the capacity of the official organizations to enforce the norms they promulgate. What is not so evident is that, in principle, the power of the State does not depend on the set of rules that it tries to apply but also on a system of conveniences for the creation of power groups Lomnitz (1988).

A logical corollary of this analysis is that the highest level of formal regulation of the economy and the ability to neutralize recalcitrant sectors is achieved at the midpoint, consisting of limited supervision of private enterprise through a competent State apparatus. When trying to cross this boundary, resistance is unavoidable, and the breadth of control sought by the proliferation of norms is reduced.

However, there is empirical evidence showing that the informal economy can be characterized as a civil society response to unwanted interference from the state. The universal nature of the phenomenon reflects the great resistance capacity of most societies to the exercise of state power. That is, in the midst of processes of social articulation, it can be officially declared that a certain activity is illegal without thereby disappearing, given the high concentrations of power, organization and effective results of planning and dialogue among those who make the informal economy a means of survival.

In this sense, the disappearance of an entire economic sector can be legislated and yet it can subsist and flourish underground. The voluminous literature on the informal economy only confirms its universal character. It describes its characteristics and consequences in settings as diverse as Canada, California, the Netherlands, Mexico, Jordan, and South Africa (Smith, 1987; Lozano, 1989; Lomnitz, 1988; Doan, 1992; McKeever, 1998).

The studies of Meagher (1995); Cheng and Gereffi (1994); Díaz (1993), show that the informal economy has positive effects for the State. In less developed countries, where legislation protecting workers is often much more advanced than the ability of the formal economy to ensure full employment, the informal enterprise has a dual role. First, it employs and provides an income to a significant segment of the population that would otherwise be deprived of any means of subsistence. In these countries, the "cushion" constituted by the informal economy can represent the difference between some social tranquility and permanent political upheaval. Second, the goods and services supplied by informal producers reduce the consumption costs of workers who work in the formal economy and the production and distribution costs of formal companies, thus contributing to their viability (Portes, 1997).

However, in developing countries and the third world, the low wages earned by formal sector employees are partly offset by their higher purchasing power through the purchase of informally produced goods and services. Large companies can offset the higher costs derived from tax and labor codes by limiting the size of the declared workforce and outsourcing the rest to informal entrepreneurs. With these mechanisms, the informal economy contributes to the political stability and economic viability of the poorest nations. These facts help explain why many governments generally tolerate informal activities in contradiction to their enforcement obligations. Cross (2000); Kempe (1993) y Birbeck (1978).

**Informal Trade, Practices and Experiences of Workers**

The initial argument of this work was to obtain information that would allow to delve into the causes of the choice of the itinerant trade practice from the expression of the itinerant; the forms of organization and incorporation into a work scheme; and in most cases, the causes of the practice. That is, to show the economic and non-economic motivator as the cause of the activity.

One aspect that stands out is that the practices assimilated through the trajectory of the informal and frequent trade of the respondents among those who recognize themselves as executors, do not do so under a specific argument of recognition of an illegal practice, which is evident: sale of products of unknown origin and offered for sale in prohibited places; unverified, no warranty from.

From the point of view of the ambulant himself, the type of commerce involves an activity related only to processes of assimilation to the need to obtain income to meet needs in the order of what is necessary to live; including what is related to their space of needs or deficiencies not only food. And it manifests itself in a complex and contrasting income-obtaining structure, articulated even with informal hiring schemes for subordinates and under the recognition of being able to become formal merchants. This shows that informal commerce has an efficient organization stamp well versed in results planning, economic convenience and political structure.

The population under study showed marked features of structured organization in street markets through two main groups: 1) street vendors who carry out the exercise as an alternative to a competent economic activity identified with a power group known in the
region as the National Confederation Peasant Worker (CROC); 2) itinerant merchants who have no competence to develop another activity and make informal sales their main source of income.

However, apart from this analysis, there were workers without a piecework contract; and informal traders who agree to paid activities with other street vendors. This is because its main income generation scheme is due to the commercialization of the value of work, without an articulation of buying and selling of assets for sale and in a second place, those that through informal trade as the main income-generating activity they erode their survival interests for other justifications. Considering these particularities allowed to establish the characteristics associated with studies on the informal economy.

In the first of the subgroups of study "traveling salesmen who carry out the exercise as an alternative to an economic activity under the tutelage of an organized power group of the National Peasant Workers Confederation (CROC)", it is of special interest to carry out the activity as means of survival and source of flight to unemployment. In this group, the flexibility of the environment for the exercise and the economic deficiencies to practice the practice are recognized. Meanwhile, under this circumstance there is a process related to the permanence of the facility as long as unemployment is present.

The presentation of the street vendor in the middle of the environment where it operates, shows that there are at least some relevant aspects for the analysis of commerce in different environments. Initially, it highlights that the action of making the purchase and subsequent sale of a product, based on the established standards, is not recognized as a priority for promoting the practice of final marketing. It is recognized as a justified exercise to operate informal commerce, and to sell what is considered regulated or not regulated by an authority.

While under the argument of "Obtain what you need to eat", as an exercise assimilated to a market alternative that accepts that a merchant sells what he recognizes as necessary and is convenient for both. In this sense, it highlights that the commercialization exercise is immersed in what is viable, of sale and purchase, regardless of its origin.

However, regardless of the uses that are obtained by being an itinerant merchant, the spectrum of commerce is favored as a self-employment option for others. In this sense, it is evident that the reproduction of the productive alternative is conceived as a figure of occupation and self-employment among those who exercise it in reference to what others do. It highlights that the exercise of ambulantaje is a replicable and frequently intergenerational activity.

Another dimension of analysis was the hiring and organization of workers. The exercise of the processes of the way of working, is determined by an employer or boss who hires subordinates, entails organizational processes and consolidation of procedures.

In 2020, this unique phenomenon allows us to understand that in the informal economy, the objects of study and related schemes such as informal hiring, show contradictions between being an informal worker with the argument of the precariousness of the labor market, although insufficient to be attended from an instrument aimed at this situation. It stands out that in the case of the precariousness of the labor market, the project of connection related to how I became an itinerant in the middle of a market contextualized as formal is favored, without initially considering the precariousness of the job offer.

In the second subgroup related to those merchants who acknowledge not having identification with a power group and without social shelter, this group recognizes the practice of informal trade as an opportunity dependent on the nature of the good and linked to the market. However, its distinctive feature begins as the precarious socioeconomic condition that the ambulant presents. In this case, the accreditation of the form of illegality is associated with conditions of opportunity of what is sold and is recognized as low value goods. The street vendor, oblivious to group organization schemes such as the CROC, shows little social participation

In this type of subgroups, informal practices are due to a heterogeneous diversification of products for sale and the environment of the product that is consumed takes strength. In relation to it, the place of settlement in the places where the study is carried out stands out. Such is the case of 1) the natives of the city of Xalapa who sell products in the informal market identified with groups of de facto political power and 2) street vendors without identifying the de facto political power. Heterogeneity is helped according to belonging to the power group. While the organization of the sale and its characteristics is considered similar.

Discussion

Located and studied in the context of the city of Xalapa and the city and port of Veracruz in 2020, street vendors have managed to develop under a spectrum of commerce within the framework of informality as a means of generating income. As regards being considered the only means to generate income, it has a similar situation: it is the only recognized means to generate income, they contribute to the family economy to support children and by not having education beyond the basic they justify the act.

Said characteristics expressed in a conscious way, allow the articulation of forms of organization of the ambulant and individual characteristics that affect its reproduction: a flexible scheme of street and temporary mobility that allows the generation of income in the order of immediate access to the job market; job opportunity in the order of the same practice and finally the transfer of the status of merchant as a source of employment (Crossa N., 2018). However, its de facto justification, a result of the natural conditions of social precariousness
Both ways of justifying the exercise imply different ways of recognizing and dissuading it in at least two phases. On the one hand, an organizational scheme that obeys an employment policy and, on the other, an educational policy scheme for the development of skills. While an institutional path, it is a priority to erode the political power and group interests turned into interests of political association of street commerce.

The organization scheme and creation of public power quotas, within groups such as the well-known C.R.O.C., leads to the recognition of the practice of informality as an activity of group interests; granted by a power built based on union representation that contributes to the legitimization of the supporters of public power and, in turn, as an identification of the street vendor as an agent of political development (Ortiz Murillo 2018).

In such a case, the organized and formally established company, which is captive to a tax scheme in exchange for certainty and employer-worker commitment, is not valued or frequently known by the informal worker. In other words, a problem associated with the practice of the itinerant company is the risk of recognition of the practice of commerce as an activity protected by the rights of the worker in the formal organization, which is not recognized.

However, the foregoing, some experiences of illegality are not only manifested in the fact of the sale of products, they are also related to other structures related to the ways of doing business. The sale of bale clothing - imported from the United States as waste material to Mexico - deepens a double illegality.

Finally, informal traders highlight social vulnerability as a cause of exercise. And this perception prevails despite perceived capital goods such as late-model cars, smartphones, and defined aesthetic appearances that do not denote poverty turn out to be common stereotypes. Although despite this, not having a fixed place for sale to face changes in weather and possible assaults are a concern in both groups.

In this sense, an important exercise is to corroborate these types of concerns were they maintained in both groups. In general, the informal trader makes the decision to establish himself from an idiosyncratic cost-benefit perspective. Most of them are young people, married and with children motivated by a precarious or precarious socioeconomic structure. They are also recognized as poor and without income other than that necessary for subsistence with limited or no basic education. However, its main motivation is the exercise of buying and selling as a means of generating profit using money.

The main outstanding attribute in the exercise of ambulanten is eminently economic and a response mechanism to the care structure is to recognize the permissibility of those who lead the group structure authorize its establishment and communicate obligations and rights. It would be necessary to deepen what are the permissibility conditions and the rights and obligations. Informal trade is presented as an alternative of change of occupation and a faithful alternative that generates income.

Likewise, its eminently alternative character to unemployment defines the relationship between sufficient income and the characteristics of traders in order to avoid social vulnerability. In short, it is informal who, in the practice of survival, seeks to access income levels in the order of what is permissible by the environment. In this sense, an educational policy for the development of skills and attention to the precarious labor market will hardly be faced or reduced.

Conclusions

Informal commerce from the street vendor's perspective refers to practices of economic survival in the midst of a social reference and in a flexible system to comply with regulations. However, it would be necessary to deepen the way in which environments strengthen informal market practice; accepts the consumption of products based on certain characteristics and tolerates direct impact on current tax schemes. Therefore, informality under the practice of commerce acquires a dynamic of political attention that favors and justifies its existence.

In this study, it is evidenced that facing risks related to the practice of informality from the legal means, as well as the lack of certainty in the order of institutional processes, is not recognized as deterrent determinants by the practitioners of the trade. Although it highlights that if it is recognized, the association of the terms of formality and the tax obligation scheme.

The integration of the executors of trade into organized groups, as a resource for organizing and responding to a practice of unemployment, demonstrates the independence between legality and value of work focused on informal trade when referring to income-generating practices. The main purpose of the informal merchant is an economic criterion, however, the constant search for economic alternatives locates it and exposes it to new known vulnerabilities, which are strongly supplied by belonging to a group or union, although those that are not part of that group of power, they recognize not to be a determinant of discouragement in practice.

The exercise of informal trade means diversification of processes related to the structure of the market and local practice. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the scope of informality within a framework of sustained integration processes between those who become ambulance providers, as well as those who favor the practice of the practice.

Some of the ideas expressed help to explain the existence of the informal market and the meaning that the merchant achieves for processes and projects of a normative and public policy order. It is convinced that the informal economy and the transgression of
social and coexistence norms could be part of the attention to the problems related to informality from a post-disciplinary point of view.

In this way, the main contribution of this project is to highlight the immediacy of the practice in the decisions of the vulnerable population, from which significant aspects emanate in the expression of the unions. The formalization of the street vendor as the executor of an illegal act of commerce, involves the redesign of social instruments aimed at the vulnerable population and in the same way, respecting the normative framework of coexistence and equitable social development.

In this sense, a limited aspect in the research work is the approach to the informal economy from temporary schemes that do not favor the development and creation of incentive programs in the midst of processes of contraction or economic crisis.
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